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Project Gargoyle
Project Gargoyle is alive and well, but experienced
photographers are needed to continue the project.
Bob Trubshaw provides an update

22

Hugh Aston on CD
Aston was Director of Music at the College of St Mary
of the Annunciation in the Newarke, and thrice Mayor
of Leicester. Patrick Boylan reviews the latest
recording of Aston’s music
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Luis de Morales
Is this really an original painting by Luis de Morales? If
so, then Leicester has a real treasure on its hands. But
how do we confirm the provenance?

28

Betty’s Diaries
Diaries are both a form of personal testimony and an
historical record. From Pepys to Woodforde to
Kilvert, we derive much detail from their writings.

16

The Omega Lid
A stylised cross in the form of a double omega found
at Thurcaston. Margaret Grieff presents this detailed
analysis of this coffin lid and finds similar forms

17

John Flower 150
An exhibition marking the 150th Anniversary of the
death of John Flower (1793-1861), has opened at the
Record Office. Most of the published research has
been by two members of the LAHS, J.D. Bennett (a
vice-president) and Neil Finn (our lectures secretary).
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John Flower Anniversary
1793-1861
Neil Finn
The cover of this edition of the Newsletter marks the 150th Anniversary of the death of John
Flower (1793-1861).
Most of the published research relating to Flower has been undertaken by two prominent
members of this society, J.D. Bennett (a vice-president) and Neil Finn (our lectures secretary).
J.D.Bennett’s research was published in the Transactions (Vol 42, No 6) and can be
downloaded from the society’s website.
Neil has provided the following article at the invitation of the editor.

The exhibition will be hosted by a number of
different venues throughout the year. A booklet
to accompany the exhibition includes a short
biography and a selection of high-quality
illustrations, many reproduced in colour. Copies
of the booklet are available from the Record
Office at Long Street, Wigston Magna.
The Leicestershire Historian article also appealed
for information on original works of art by John
Flower in private ownership, with a view to

‘At Ullesthorpe Leics’ by John Flower, purchased
by Leicestershire Museum Service in December

In an article on John Flower, published in the
2008 edition of the
(no.44), the hope was expressed that in 2011
the 150th anniversary of the artist’s death
would be marked with an exhibition of his
work.
Jess Jenkins and Josephine Buckley of the Record
Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland
rose to this challenge and put together an
exhibition based mainly on works of art by
Flower in the Record Office collection.
The exhibition entitled ‘A Self-taught Genius’ John
Flower (1793-1861) was launched at the Record
Office on 8 February 2011 and ran there until
April. As well as original artwork, the exhibition
included a series of display panels presenting
information on the life and work of John Flower.
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John Flower Anniversary (concluded)
Red Cross Street’ was bought by a local
collector. Two watercolours showing ancient
fortifications on the Isle of Man did not sell,
but their existence is now known. Another
source has confirmed that Flower was
employed as drawing master at the Dixie
Grammar School, Market Bosworth, in addition
to teaching at Ratcliffe College and Ullesthorpe
School.
In April 2011 a meeting was held to explore the
possibility of founding a society to promote
research and interest in John Flower. This was
held at the Regent Sports and Social Club on
Regent Road, Leicester, which appropriately
occupies part of the house designed and built by
Henry Goddard for John Flower in 1851.
The meeting was convened by Steve Harris,
who has researched the history of the building
and the Kempson family, which John Flower’s
daughter Elizabeth married into.

‘Old Buildings on the West Bridge, Leicester’ by John
Flower from his
(1826)

Further meetings are planned and a number of
options are under consideration for publishing
the catalogue of Flower’s known works. Ideally
this would be an illustrated hard copy volume,
but a web-based resource is another possibility.

producing a catalogue of all known pictures by
him. Several LAHS members responded and
more than a dozen ‘new’ pictures have come to
light as a result, including watercolours and
pencil sketches.
Information is still being collated, so if you own or
know of any pictures by John Flower or his
daughter Elizabeth then please contact Neil Finn
by telephone on 0116 252 5038 or 07896
263786, or by email to nf17@leicester.ac.uk.
New information has also come to light from
other sources. Stephen Butt has located a copy of
a letter written in 1847 by John Flower to a
patron who had commissioned the artist to paint
a picture. In the letter Flower explains that he has
not started the painting due to a severe cold,
contracted after having to wait seven hours for a
train back to Leicester from Ullesthorpe (where
Flower taught drawing) ‘owing to a smash of the
engine and carriages going off the lines’.
Four pictures by John Flower were offered at
Gildings auctioneers in December 2009. A pen
and wash drawing entitled ‘At Ullesthorpe, Leics’
was purchased by the County Museum Service
and a pencil sketch of ‘Old Buildings in the Old

Neil Finn and J.D.Bennett at the launch of the Flower
Exhibition at the Record Office on 8 February 2011
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History and Archaeology
on the BBC
Several new history-related series are to be
launched by BBC Television shortly
including programmes on architecture, the
submerged city of Pavlopetri and a
further
investigation of Egypt’s archaeology.
Rebuilding The Past is a series, presented by Dan
Cruickshank and Charlie Luxton, that promises to
‘bring back to life, brick by brick’ some of Britain's
most historic buildings which no longer exist.’
This is the story of ordinary people's architecture,
and this series is also about the history of British
people, told through the buildings that were part
of their lives.

Pavlopetri is off the coast of southern Laconia, Greece

Every year, many historic buildings are rescued
by museums, conservation organisations and
local enthusiasts by being taken apart and stored
away. In each episode, Rebuilding The Past will
follow a new team of local experts as they
attempt to bring one of these structures back to
life.

State-of-the-art CGI will help to raise these
secrets from the seabed revealing, for the first
time in 3,500 years, how the city of Pavlopetri
once looked and operated.
Working alongside the University of
Nottingham's Jon Henderson on this groundbreaking project will be Nic Flemming, the man
whose hunch led to the intriguing discovery of
Pavlopetri in 1967, and teams from the
Hellenic Ministry of Culture and the Australian
Centre for Field Robotics.

The teams will face puzzles and crucial decisions
at every step, from choosing the right approach, to
layout and building materials. They must work out
the history of vernacular architecture from the
ground up, interpreting clues as they go and relearning
long lost techniques. The buildings
featured will include an Edwardian coal-fired fish
and chip shop in the North East and a Victorian
pre-fab mission church.

Egypt - What Lies Beneath
The Pyramids, the Sphinx and the tombs of the
Pharaohs are, according to one scientist, just a
tiny percentage of what was left behind by the
ancient Egyptians.

Pavlopetri - the city beneath the waves.
Discovered over 40 years ago off the coast of
Greece, Pavlopetri is the oldest submerged city in
the world. BBC Two follows the first team of
experts to have been given permission to
excavate the site, to discover what lies beneath
the waves in Pavlopetri - The City Beneath The
Waves.

For the first time, techniques used for BBC
One's Egypt – What Lies Beneath will reveal an
ancient Egypt previously never seen.
From her Nasa-sponsored laboratory, Dr Sarah
Parcak is using satellite technology to identify
thousands of sites that include lost tombs,
temples and cities buried beneath the shifting
sands.

The team, led by underwater archaeologist Dr
Jon Henderson, will use the latest in cutting-edge
science and technology to reveal the complex of
streets and stone buildings that lie less than five
metres below the surface.
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Using the latest CGI technology, the
programme recreates landscapes and lost sites
last seen of thousands of years ago.

Update on Hugh Aston
Patrick Boylan
The 2008 "Leicestershire Historian" carried
an article by Patrick Boylan on Hugh Aston
(ca.1485-1558), the composer, last director of
music of the Royal Choral College of The
Newarke, Leicester, and a leading civic
figure of 16th century Leicester, to mark the
450th anniversary of Aston's death and burial
at St. Margaret's, Leicester, in November
1558.

bought through the Royal School of Church
Music (RSCM) online bookshop at:
http://www.rscmshop.com/index.php/anticoedition.html
The outstanding American specialist chamber
choir, Blue Heron Renaissance Choir
(http://www.blueheronchoir.org/) directed by
Scott Metcalfe and based in Cambridge, Mass.,
has now started an ambitious programme of
recording all of Nick Sandon's editions of the
more than seventy works in the Peterhouse Part
Books.

For around thirty years Nick Sandon, who retired
as Professor of Music at Exeter University in
2003, has been working on the (very few)
surviving manuscripts of Aston's important
choral works and preparing performing editions of
these, and and of other works of the period
surviving in the musical manuscripts of
Peterhouse College, Cambridge, the most
important source for Aston's music.

The first of these CDs, "Music From the
Peterhouse Partbooks volume 1: Hugh Aston:
Three Marian Antiphons" (CD catalogue no.
BHCD 1002), was published in 2010.
This includes quite outstanding recordings of
three of Aston's major works, all of which
probably date from Aston's two decades or
more working in Leicester: "Ave Maria dive
matris Anne", "Gaude virgo mater Christi" and
"Ave Maria ancilla trinitatis".

Sandon's research strongly suggests that
many if not most of the manuscripts in the socalled Peterhouse Henrican Partbooks were
originally gathered together at Magdalen College,
Oxford, and then copied around 1540 into sets of
music being brought together at Canterbury
Cathedral as it established itself as a secular
Cathedral after the suppression of the former
monasteric foundation.

The three Aston pieces total almost 38 minutes
of the recording, which also includes two other
Peterhouse Partbook works totalling a further 26
minutes, a Magnificat by Robert Jones (who like
Aston had an Oxford BMus.) and "Quales
sumus O miseri" by John Mason (a long-serving
singer in Henry VIII's Household Chapel).

Nick Sandon's performing editions of Aston's
works are now being published by Antico
Editions, and the first seven anthems can now be

The Repair of old buildings with
traditional building skills

range of very specific courses which are divided
into technical days, on location at venues such
as Penrhyn Quarries in North Wales and King’s
Manor in York, and Technical afternoons at
their headquarters in London.

SPAB - the Society for the Protection of Ancient
Buildings - has contacted the LAHS with details
of their courses in traditional building
techniques.

Details are available on their website at
www.spab.org, by ringing then on 0207 247
5296 or by post from SPAB, 37 Spital Square,
London W1 6DY

These include lime plastering, Welsh slate, salts in
masonry and leadwork. SPAB runs a wide
7

Richard III
Foundation news
The Richard III Foundation’s latest
publication is ‘Wars of the Roses: Triumphs
and Defeats’ published as a tribute to the
Foundation’s patron, Robert Hardy OBE.
Joe Ann Ricca, President of the Foundation says
‘His unfailing qualities of professionalism, wit,
compassion and gentility make him a true star in
whatever he sets his mind to do. We can never
repay him for what he has given us, but we can
show him by action as the Foundation honours its
esteemed patron.’
The booklet includes lectures from some of the
speakers at the Foundation’s 2010 Conference
which was held at Bosworth College:

Speakers and topics for this event are:
Professor Anne Curry - Military Career and
Armies in the Wars of the Roses

The Art of War in the Fifteenth Century - John
Sadler

Professor Matthew Strickland - Warfare in Mid
15th Century France and Burgundy

The Medieval Soldier - Michael D. Miller
The Search for Bosworth Field - Richard Knox

Dr. Tim Sutherland - Cannons, Arrowheads
and Mass Graves: Towton - Archaeological
Evidence of Britain's Bloodiest Battle

Richard, Duke of York - Richard Duke of
Gloucester

Peter Algar - Hot Coals of Vengeance! A foray
into the ill-famed family of Cliffords.

Like Father Like Son? - Russell Butcher
The Urban Military Organisation of York in the
Second Half of the 15th century - Randall P. Moffett

Mark Stretton - The Power and Effectiveness of
the Warbow in Battles

The cost of the publication is £16.00 including
postage and packing. Proceeds will benefit the
Richard III Scholarship for Medieval Studies

John Sadler - The Armourer's Art, a final
flowering or The Anglo-Scottish War of 1482.
Michael Miller – The Man Who Would Be King

Yorkists and Lancastrians: In Blood and
Armour is the title of the Foundation’s
forthcoming symposium which will be held on
Saturday 15 October the Dixie Grammar
School in Market Bosworth.

For many attending, the highlight of the day will
be a special introduction by Robert Hardy to ‘A
Towton Tale’ by the late John Davey which
will be performed by John Pilkington and Mark
Taylor

Registration begins at 8:30. The conference will
begin at 9:00 am and will conclude at 5:00 pm.

For further information, and to contact the Foundation,
please email:
Richard3Foundation@yahoo.com
Or visit the website at www.richard111.com
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News from the
library

LAHS) since 1910. Much material from the
time when Leicestershire was part of the
Diocese of Lincoln has been published in this
series.

Aubrey Stevenson
Hon Librarian

BOYLAN, P. ed.
Exchanging ideas dispassionately and without
animosity: the Leicester Literary and
Philosophical Society 1835-2010. 2010.
£20 9780956540003. Available from M. Kirk,
Elms Cottage, 46 Shirley Road, Leicester LE2
3LJ. The editor is a member of LAHS.

The Library reopened in February after the now
usual closure of the Guildhall during December
and January. Details of the Library’s opening are
given on the annual Programme and Membership
Card.

BUTT, S. Rutland through time. 2010 £14.99
9781848689015 Amberley Publishing.
The author is the Editor of this Newsletter.

It is perhaps timely to remind members of the
Society that most material in stock is available for
loan. This includes single issues of unbound
periodicals so it is not necessary to carry home
heavy volumes. There is no set loan period and no
overdue fines are charged.

CAMERON, K. & INSLEY, J. The placenames of Lincolnshire. part 7 Lawress
wapentake. 2010. English Place-Names Society
Vol.LXXV for 2007
CRAM, L. ed. Harby: village life in the Vale of
Belvoir. 2010 9780956751508 Harby History
Group.
ELLIOTT, M. Victorian Leicester. 2010
£14.99 9781848684515 Amberley Pub. The
book is dedicated to the late Alan McWhirr and
the author has donated a copy to the Society.
The Library has a copy of his original work
published in 1979. He was Hon. Secretary of
LAHS.

Acquisitions
Books and Pamphlets

ENGLISH HERITAGE Research review
2009. 2010. The first such report.

Society members continue to be active in
publishing their research and we are grateful to
those who are kind enough to donate copies to the
Library.

ENGLISH HERITAGE Understanding the
archaeology of landscapes: a guide to good
recording practice. 2007.

ANSTEY
St. Mary’s church
Notes for visitors (post-2004)]
BENNETT, N.
Wonderful to behold: a centenary history of the
Lincoln Record Society 1910-2010.
(LRS. Vol 100) 2010. This is published in a
slipcase which includes a facsimile reprint of
LRS. Vol 1 1911 Lincolnshire church notes, by
G. Holles. The centenary volume records
membership of the Society by the Leicestershire
Architectural and Archaeological Society (now
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HILLIER, K. Ashby de la Zouch and the Great
Civil War. 2010 0954779940 Ashby Museum
HUGHES, D. Leicestershire Law Society 1860
to 2010: a local portrait. 2010
£10
9781907540233. The book published by the
Society has 234 pages and 12 portraits with lists
of officers. The Presidents include many wellknown Leicester names. The Society kindly
donated a copy to the Library.

Whittaker, M.
History of Leicester Bach
Choir. 2010 £6 R.M.Whittaker, 24 Stoneygate
Court, Leicester, LE2 2AH. The book is
illustrated with 68 pages and the author is a
member of L.A.H.S..
Wills in the consistory court of Lichfield 16501700. 2010 British Record Society (Index
Library Vol. 125)

JONES, R. An illustrated history of inns, pubs
and alehouses in Ashby de la Zouch. 2008
Ashby Museum.
LYONS, A. The architecture of the Universities
of Leicester. 2010
MILLS, A. The place-names of Dorset part 4
The hundreds of Uggescombe [...and 7 others].
2010 E.P-N.S. Vol. LXXVI-LXXVII for 2008-9
NEWMAN, A., HUGHES, D., PEACOCK,D.
A history of the Masonic Province of
Leicestershire and Rutland. 2010
WOOD, M. The story of England: [ a village
and its people through the whole of English
history]. 2010 (i.e. Kibworth). “The book of
the television series”!
YOUNG, R. comp. Syston past. Vol.3. 2010
Syston Local History Group ( Sec. Rosemary
Foster 0116-269-3589). The book has 48 pages
of photographs of buildings, people and events,
including the history of Syston Town Cricket
Club. It has been donated by the compiler.
Periodicals
A selection
SEATON, D. This gallant steelback: William
Edward Boulter, V.C.. 2010 £11 + £2.30 p. &
p. 9780952894834. The author is a member of
LAHS and copies are available from him at Flat
2, Vernon House, 68 Avenue Road, Leicester
LE2 3EB.

Antiquaries Journal 90 2010 includes The
‘Staffordshire Hoard’: the fieldwork.
Archaeologia Cantiana CXXX 2010 includes
Henry Alford, Dean of Canterbury (18571871), and the Victorian Church of England.
Alford was Vicar of Wymeswold 1835-1853
where he restored the church with the architect
Pugin in 1844-46.
British Archaeology 117 Mar./Apr. 2011 has a
brief obituary of Alan McWhirr.

TRUBSHAW, B.
Little-known Leicestershire
nd
and Rutland. 2 ed. 2010 Heart of Albion Press
(www.hoap.co.uk). The author, a member of
LAHS, has donated this and many other books
from the Press to the Library over the years. The
book was first published in 1995; this new
C.B.A. Newsletter 13 Dec.2010 includes the
edition has maps by Anne Tarver, another
new C.B.A. strategy ‘Making archaeology
member, with twelve tours visiting holy wells,
matter’.
medieval crosses, standing stones, church
10
carvings.

Tilton and District History Group Journal 5
Autumn 2010 has been donated by Paul
Herrington of the Group from whom copies
may be purchased at £5.50. It is also available
from a number of bookshops on the eastern
side of the county.
Articles include A hunting tragedy in Lowesby,
Stained glass at Withcote Chapel (with
excellent colour photographs), Church briefs in
Tilton. Plaques galore, by J.D.Bennett, one of
our Vice-Presidents, was published in
Community History Newsletter 69 Summer 2010.
It is hoped that some of the recent publications
listed above may be reviewed in the next
(2011) edition of the Leicestershire Historian,
published by the Society and included as part
of the annual subscription.

Essex Archaeology and History 40 (3 series) 2009
includes an obituary of David Clarke.

For information

Harborough Historian 27 Oct. 2010 £6
published by Market Harborough Historical
Society, c/o Harborough Museum, Council
Offices, Adam and Eve Street, Market
Harborough, LE16 7AG. This glossy A4 journal
of 60 pages has many illustrations and a variety
of articles covering not just the town but
surrounding villages. An interesting and
rewarding read includes History of Thorpe
Lubenham Hall, Stanford Hall and the church...,
Early history of West Langton..., Market
Harborough Workhouse, War memorials of
Market Harborough district, Albert Pell M.P.
1820-1907, Market Harborough movie makers.

News of a recent publication of Leicestershire
interest that is not in the Library:

Hinckley Historian issues 62, 64-66 Winter 2008Winter 2010. Donated, as they have been for
many years, by Phillip Lindley, known to some as
the local studies librarian at Hinckley Library
until his retirement, they have an interesting
selection of articles. 64 has A Hinckley vicar’s
love of old books, by Phillip Lindley; 65 includes
Medieval peasants of Appleby Magna.

Ernest Gimson. His life and work. 3 essays by
W.R.Lethaby, A.Powell, and F.L.Griggs.
This is a facsimile edition of the original 1924
book.
Ruskin Decorative Arts, £48.50, 2010 from
Wychwood Books, Stow-on-the-Wold 01451831-880

The Searcher: the journal of the Record Office for
Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland is a new
title (No.1 Autumn 2010) available only from
the ROLLR. for £4 + 70p p. & p.. The first issue
is entitled Leicestershire at war 1938-1945 and
includes Tigers in the Holy Land, A Midland
town’s reign of terror...Blitz...1940, Memoirs of
Phyllis Slater, Leicester’s Naval Telegraphy Unit.
It is good to report that some of the contributors
are members of LAHS.

Library closure
Please note that the Library will NOT be open
on June 19.
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History on the web
British Pathe free
download

New look for MACE

British
Pathe,
the
company that screened
newsreels in British
cinemas for most of the
20th century, have
made available their
entire catalogue, free of
charge, on line.
From a catalogue of
90,000 separate videos,
there are 277 short films
relating to Leicestershire.

In April, MACE, the Media Archive for
Central England launched their new website
The website has a new layout, a larger viewing
screen, resource area and FAQ Section, and the
facility to browse up to 4000 video clips.

Many of the films are voiced by Bob DanversWalker, whose voice will be familiar to almost all
readers. One of the many fascinating films
features the opening of the Lee Circle car park in
Leicester, regarded then as a pioneering first for
the city.

MACE intends the site and catalogue to be
informative, accessible and entertaining. They will
be developing it in the coming months.

The download site for British Pathe is at
http://www.britishpathe.com

The staff at MACE, based at 1 Salisbury Road in
Leicester, will welcome your feedback.
Users are invited to contact Emma Morley, the
Development
Manager
by
email
at:
esm8@le.ac.uk or ring Leicester (0116) 252 5066.

BBC History
on line

My Leicestershire
digital archives

The BBC produces a wide range of history-based
programmes, from features on CBBC for children
to documentaries on BBC4 and BBC2.
On line there is one portal which provides
information on the entire BBC history output.

The My Leicestershire media archive project,
funded by JISC and led by the David Wilson
Library at Leicester University, has reached
the assessment stage where organisations and
individuals who have participated have been
providing feedback.

One very useful service is a listing of events tried
to specific geographical locations. To find out
about events including walks, talks and ‘handson history’ events, go to:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/handsonhistory.

There is a remarkable range of material available
on the website in differing formats, including still
images, documents, books (including street
directories), film and audio. It is all available for
free download from the My Leicestershire website

From this page one can click on a region of the
UK to see a list of forthcoming events and
activities
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In search of
Leicestershire worthies
At the 2009 Annual General Meeting of the
Society, our President, Squire Gerard de
Lisle noted that he hoped to make use of his
Presidential Lecture to celebrate the lives of
some ‘less-famous’ Leicestershire worthies,
specifically those of the 17th to 19th century.
Our President intends to illustrate each short
biography with a portrait, and now seeks the
assistance of members in finding a representative
image of a number of the men and women who
area part of Leicestershire’s history and heritage.

Revd Henry Alford (1810-1871)

The Revd Henry Alford
(1810-1871)

The photographs which are needed are of the
following people:
Revd Henry Alford (1810-1871)
Joseph Cradock (1742-1826)
Revd W.G.Dimock Fletcher (1851-1935)
Lady Florence Dixie (1857-1905)
Mrs T. Fielding-Johnson (1840-1917)
Henry Goddard (1792-1868)
Revd. J.H.Hill (1809-1886)
William Kelly (1815-1894)
William Marshall (1745-1818)
John Monk
Thomas North (1830-1884)
William Pitt (1749-1823)
T.R.Potter (1799-1873)
Revd Sambrooke Russell (1732-1795)
Jane Thompson (1817-1877)

Lady Florence Dixie
(1857-1905)

The President would also welcome additional
information regarding any of these luminaries of
Leicester and Leicestershire.
Squire Gerard can be contacted by post at:
Cold Newton Lodge
Billesdon, Leicester LE7 9DA
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Society news and
announcements
A new president for 2012
The committee is delighted to announce that the
writer and broadcaster, Michael Wood, has
kindly agreed to become the Society’s president
from May 2012 when the term of Squire Gerard
De Lisle comes to an end.
Members will be familiar with Michael’s many
books and television documentaries on
archaeological and historical themes, including
his recent ‘Story of England’ which charted one
thousand years of Kibworth’s history.
We are sure he will be a great asset to the Society
and look forward to at least one lecture during his
term of office.

until a replacement could be found. At the
November AGM, Richard Buckley’s name was
put forward and he became Chairman at the May
2011 Committee meeting.

New Minutes Secretary
As we are sure members must be aware, a huge
void was left with the passing of our Secretary of
over 30 years, Alan McWhirr in March 2010. In
the past year, we have come to realise just how
much Alan did for the Society and committee
members
have
taken
on
additional
responsibilities to ensure things continue to run
smoothly.

Richard had already agreed to take on the
duties of Membership Secretary some months
previously – see below. As he should not really
hold two positions, if any member would like to
come forward and take on the duties of
Membership Secretary, that would be much
appreciated!

A new Secretary will be elected in due course, but
for the time being the post remains vacant.

Membership Secretary
We do now have some assistance with
administration. Following a series of interviews
late last year, Dr Jasmine Kilburn-Small agreed to
take on this role and so far has attended three
committee meetings, preparing the agenda,
taking minutes and assisting with invoicing
institutions for their subscriptions to Society
publications.

After over 25 years of devoted service to the
Society as Hon Membership Secretary, Geoff
Clark-Monks decided to resign his position in
2010.
The Committee is extremely appreciative of
Geoff and his partner Jan’s efforts in looking
after the records of private and institutional
members so well for such a long period of time.
This can be a very complicated business and it
was with some trepidation that Richard
Buckley agreed to take up the role in the
summer of 2010. Fortunately, Geoff provided
expert training to ensure a smooth handover

Chairman
Following the resignation of Dr Gerald
Rimmington after five years as Chairman of the
committee, we were very grateful to David
Ramsey who agreed to take over temporarily
14

Society news and
announcements
and we worked together to get the lists and
payments up to date. Many thanks to members
who responded to the mailing sent out last
November.

Transactions online
This project, to make all editions of Transactions
(up to about five years before the current
volume) freely available on the Society website
is now complete for the years 1939-2004.

Subscriptions

Getting hold of earlier volumes for scanning,
however, has proved to be rather problematic,
but now member Andy King has come to the
rescue.

If you pay by cheque, subscriptions were due on
1st May for the year 2011-12. Please send
remittance to Richard Buckley, ULAS, School of
Archaeology & Ancient History, University
Road, Leicester LE1 7RH.

He has agreed to take his run of vols 1-20 to a
firm in Leeds who have a remarkable machine
which automatically turns the pages of books
and scans them.

At the Annual General Meeting it was agreed
that the subscriptions would need to rise to £20
per annum for ordinary members and £25 for
family members to help with the costs of
producing Transactions and the Leicestershire
Historian.

See http://www.bookscanbureau.co.uk for
details including a video. Once online, these
volumes (unlike many of the later ones) will be
fully searchable.

It now looks as though this will not be
implemented until May 2012 for existing
members to give time for Standing Order (SO)
mandates to be updated, but new members will
pay the revised rate.
The Society Year runs from May to May and the
plan will be to send out a reminder to all
members early in 2012 to ensure that all
payments (whether by cheque or standing order)
will be at the new rate.

Annual Dinner?
As a way of helping members to get to know each
other, the suggestion came up at a recent
Committee Meeting that we could have an
annual LAHS dinner, perhaps before or after a
lecture or as an additional event to mark the end
of the lecture season (maybe with an after-dinner
speaker).
We should be very interested to hear your
thoughts on this. Again please write, or email the
committee chairman (rjb16@le.ac.uk).

www.le.ac.uk/lahs
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The diaries of a
Leicestershire lady
A new record of life in Leicestershire over the
last sixty years of the 20th century has been
edited and published by Steve and Mary
Johns of Sileby.
They are the diaries of Elizabeth Hewes.
Elizabeth (or Betty as she was fondly known by
her family and friends) was Mary's paternal Aunt
and she left the diaries to her with the express
wish that they be preserved for future
generations to learn from and enjoy.
It has taken nearly nine years to transcribe the
written record which is now available as a large
format paperback.

20th century diarist, Elizabeth Hewes of
Ravenstone (1931-2001)

In addition, Betty commenced her travel journals
when she retired in 1991 and could spend more
time writing. These are meticulously written
accounts of her days out, from Beesleys' Garden
Centre in Ravenstone, where she was born, to
Windsor Castle, the Houses of Parliament and
Highgate Cemetery She completed a journal for
every year of the 1990's.

A digital walk on
the wild side?
An imaginative partnership between the
East Midlands Oral History Project and the
East Midlands-based website Empedia, coordinated by Colin Hyde, has produced an
online guided walk around the centre of
Leicester which combines oral testimony.
Empedia enables museums, galleries and
tourism organisations in the East Midlands to
create and share interactive maps, audio tours,
picture trails and video guides.
The walk takes about one hour to complete and
covers fifteen locations between the Town Hall
and Highcross Street. At each location, a
relevant recording from the EMOHA archives
can be heard.

These have also been published in one
unabridged volume with all the author’s original
commentary, dates, anecdotes, thoughts and
feelings together with many photographs,
including some in full colour.

Further guided walks are being added to the
Empedia catalogue on a regular basis and
several relate to Leicester or Leicestershire
locations. There are currently forty separate
guides which can be followed online, using an
interactive map and images of each location
along the specified route, or download to a
personal MP3 player.

Copies are available from the BBC Shop, St
Nicholas Place, Sunnyside Garden Centre,
Ibstock and on line at www.fantasticstate.co.uk.
Mary Johns can also be contacted by email at:
mary@fantasticstate.co.uk
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The ‘Double -omega’
coffin-lid in All Saints
Thurcaston, Leicestershire
Margaret Greiff
In 2008, the addition to All Saints,
Thurcaston, of a new community room, toilet
and kitchen, accessed through the north
door of the church, made necessary the
repositioning of a stone coffin-lid that had
long lain in the floor near that door.
The lid, of obvious but uncertain antiquity,
and slightly coped, stood proud of the floor
level and had always been a potential hazard,
liable to trip up those moving about in the
west end of the north aisle.
The decision to raise the lid and position it
vertically on the north wall, together with two
other ‘treasures’, prompted some research into its
origin and age. As can be seen from the
photograph, it is wider at the head than at the foot
end; the overall length is well over six feet. Clearly
visible is a raised image that appears to represent
a stylised cross on a stepped base, with sinuous
tracery, apparently in the form of a double
‘omega’.

The Thurcaston coffin-lid
Photograph courtesy of Peter Smith

have assets in Bradgate, Cropston and Anstey
(all adjacent to Thurcaston). However, further
investigation into the design on the lids showed
that these two were not the only examples of the
type and ‘double-omega crosses’ appear to be
a sub-group of cross slab grave covers.

By a fortunate coincidence at about the time of
the removal, Peter Smith, a member of
Thurcaston and Cropston Local History Society,
discovered that a coffin-lid of almost identical
form had been found during the excavation in the
1960s of the Cistercian Abbey of Garendon, only
a few miles to the north-west of Thurcaston. The
Garendon lid, (right) was found over a stone
coffin in the Chapter House.

The distinctive flowing features seen on the
Garendon and Thurcaston pieces have been
found mainly in the region that includes
Leicestershire, Rutland, South Lincolnshire,
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, Norfolk and
Suffolk. Particularly well-preserved examples
are to be found in St Mary’s Church, Manton,
Rutland, and All Saints Church, Salhouse,
Norfolk. These can be seen on these villages’
websites. The term ‘double-omega cross’ is
used simply for convenience, as it is not
thought that the image actually represents the
Greek letter.

Brian Williams, who led the excavations, is of the
opinion that the remains found in the coffin were
those of an Abbot who died in 1196. After the
excavations were completed, Squire de Lisle,
owner of Garendon, very appropriately passed
the ‘abbot’s’ coffin-lid for safe keeping into the
hands of the Cistercian Monks of nearby Mount
St. Bernard’s Abbey.

Though for millennia people of status in
Europe have been interred in stone coffins, in
the early centuries, most of these were buried
out of sight.

Initially, this discovery raised the question of a
possible connection between Garendon and
Thurcaston, given that the Abbey was known to

Decorated stone coffin-lids, or ‘slab grave
covers’, began to appear in the early mediaeval
period. In Britain, peak numbers of these seem
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to have been produced in the 12 th and 13 th
centuries. In his comprehensive publication on
cross grave slab covers in County Durham, Peter
Ryder comments that after 1300 they were
superseded by more elaborate forms of memorial
such as effigies, brasses and altar tombs. When the
lids were laid as part of the pavement of a
church, they were sometimes flat but more
usually they were coped, the slopes of the coping
being comparatively slight. Both the Garendon
and the Thurcaston lids are slightly coped.
One might imagine that in the 12 th and 13 th
centuries the huge increase in the volume of
ecclesiastical building had resulted in the training
of a large number of stone-masons and stonecarvers. Some of these might also have forged
useful careers as itinerant artisans. The localised
distribution of certain features of cross grave slab
covers in the different parts of Britain might
support this assumption.

The Garendon coffin-lid
(Photograph courtesy of Ernest Miller)

However, as Ryder points out, not all areas could
supply suitable stone for such slabs. Research by
L A S Butler, published in 1958, showed that
“large quarries or groups of quarries, e.g. those around
Barnack in Northamptonshire [Barnack, 11 km NW
of Peterborough is now in Cambridgeshire],
provided stone to workshops in which groups of masons
prepared the monuments which were then exported,
usually by water, to a wide area.” This finding is of
particular relevance with regard to the Garendon
slab as members of the Department of Geology at
Leicester University are of the opinion that it most
probably came from the Barnack quarry. On the
other hand, the experienced masons who raised
the Thurcaston slab thought that it was not from
the Barnack quarry but more likely came from
the south-western end of the lime-

Horningsea, Cambridgeshire

stone ridge. Whether or not the clusters of
double-omega cross slabs found in eastern
England were created in a workshop or by
itinerant carvers, their similarities are
remarkable and the differences from those
produced in northern England are marked. In
County Durham, for example, 240 out of 310
grave slabs of this period also carried one or
more secondary emblems beside the central
shaft, taken to indicate the status or
occupation of the person commemorated. The
most common emblems are a sword (man),
chalice (priest), crook (shepherd), coulter and
ploughshare (ploughman) and keys and/or
shears (possibly for a female), but many other
emblems are illustrated and discussed in
Ryder’s book.
Such symbols occur almost exclusively on slabs
found north of the Trent-Mersey line. South of
that line there are only 4 double-omega slabs
(out of 177) with symbols. These are in Rutland
at Uppingham (a horseshoe, hammer and tongs
for a farrier); in south Lincolnshire at Whaplode
(a chalice for a priest) and in Leicestershire at
Orton (with a chalice) and Stoke Golding (with
a sword for a Knight).
The distinguishing features of the doubleomega group can be summarised thus: (a) a
simple roundel (at one or both ends) with four
petal-like segments; (b) a central shaft,
sometimes inserted into a stepped base; and (c)
the curved appendages to the shaft that have
given rise to the name ‘double-omega’ crosses.
These features are demonstrated in the three
illustrations, which are taken from E.L. Cutts
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(1849).The roundel appears to be a simple
version of the ‘crosse pattée’ which has arms
narrow at the centre and broader at the
perimeter. Sometimes the arms are triangular (as
in the British Imperial Crown) but when the
edges are curved, as in these crosses, the
resulting spaces between the arms appear as
petals.

Thurcaston “was granted by
Robert earl of Leicester, about
the time of King Henry II
[reigned 1154-1189] to
William, one of his followers,
to hold by him this service viz.
to keep his falcons, which office
gave to his posterity the
surname of Falconer.”
William and his sons are
thus potential candidates
for the occupation of the
coffin covered by this lid.

Certainly,the marking out of the ‘circular’ cross
with compasses would be a simpler procedure
than most other versions of the crosse pattée, but it
is also possible that the ‘wheel’ shape had a
significance of its own (the wheel of life?)
especially as some double-omega crosses (like
the Garendon lid and this one from Trumpington
in Cambridgeshire) show a roundel at each end
and could be interpreted as two wheels joined by
the axle of the shaft.

Wiggenhall, Norfolk

At a later date, the family was certainly
commemorated in the east window of the north
aisle of the church and it would seem
reasonable to suppose that the coffin with its
lid would originally have been placed in the
vicinity of the altar that was known to stand
beneath that window.
There is a record that in 1684, the Rector,
Robert Alfounder, carried out various
improvements to the church and this included
laying down “quarre” stones on the floor.
Before it was lifted in 2009, the coffin lid was
surrounded by such stones and it seems
possible that it was removed to its position at
the west end of the north aisle by Mr.
Alfounder.

When the shaft rests on a stepped base, as at
Thurcaston, the image is more clearly that of a
standing cross. In the mediaeval period, the only
large standing crosses would have been those in
the churchyard. It has been suggested that
ribbons (infulae) may have been attached to the
shaft on special occasions and that the waving
‘arms’ represent the fluttering ribbons. The
ribbons that grace a Bishop’s mitre might lend
some credence to the use of ribbons for status.
Other suggestions to explain the symbols have
included ‘Jove’s thunderbolt’, this being a
mediaeval symbol for the power of the Almighty,
or possibly foliage. Crosses that are obviously
foliate occur among those found in County
Durham. The more immediate interpretation –
the Greek omega – is thought unlikely, first
because it was a not a readily recognised symbol
in the mediaeval period and secondly it would
seldom have appeared without alpha.

We shall never know whether at this removal
Falconer bones were found, but to some
disappointment, no tomb was found when the
lid was raised in 2009.
I am indebted to Dr Lawrence Butler (personal
communication) for the information on the symbols
found on the slabs in Rutland, South Lincolnshire and
Leicestershire and for comments on a draft of this
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Festival of Archaeology 2011
in Leicestershire
Peter Liddle
The Festival of Leicestershire and Rutland
Archaeology runs this year from 16-31 July
and will, once again, be the biggest in the
country. It is part of a national Festival coordinated by the Council of British
Archaeology (CBA).

The Festival is being supported financially by
the Society as well as The Fieldworkers, The
University School of Archaeology and the
County Council, but we need your support to
make it a success.
This is a chance to visit normally inaccessible
sites and find out more about your county’s
archaeology. We look forward to seeing you in
July!

Events range through guided walks of local sites,
open houses, talks, trial excavations, exhibitions,
family days, to craft demonstrations. Events are
organised locally by wardens, Fieldwork,
Heritage and Local History Groups, as well as
museums, both community and local authority.

For enquiries about the Festival and local Fieldwalking
and Community Archaeology groups, contact Peter on
(0116) 305 8326 or email him at:
peter.liddle@leics.gov.uk

A leaflet detailing all the many events is in
production and will also be listed on the County
website where any new events or changes to the
programme can be found. Leaflets will be
available from museums, libraries and tourist
information centres.

Details of all Leicestershire’s events are available of
Leicestershire County Council’s website at:
www.leics.gov.uk/community_archaeology
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Festival of Archaeology 2011
in Leicestershire
A note from the Editor:
I planned to publish on this page some of the highlights of this year’s festival in Leicestershire.
However, I could not find one event which deserved more or less recommendation that any other. They
are all highlight events! Those listed below are taken from the first few pages of the festival brochure.
RITUALS, HOARDS, HELMETS AND
MORE
16, 17, 23, 24, 30 and 31 July.
2.30pm - 5.00pm
Hallaton Museum
A superb small-scale exhibition showcasing the
Hallaton Hoard put together by the people who
found it!

DIGGING INTO THE ANTIQUES
ROADSHOW
Tuesday 5 July. 7.30pm
The United Reformed Church
A fascinating illustrated talk by Lars Tharp about
archaeology and his experiences with the
Antiques Roadshow. Peter Liddle will introduce
the evening with an overview of the forthcoming
festival. £5.00. Booking recommended. On
01455 636833 or 01455 634765.

A DISPLAY OF PRE-HISTORIC
ARTEFACTS FOUND IN THE
HINCKLEY AREA
16, 17, 23, 24, 30, and 31 July.
10.00am – 4.00pm
Hinckley and District Museum
Come along and see this amazing display by the
Hinckley Archaeological Society featuring stone
age tools and implements found in Hinckley
and the surrounding area. Finds are from as far
back as the Palaeolithic period up to the Iron
Age. Adults 50p, Children 25p

THE VIKINGS IN LEICESTERSHIRE
16 - 31 July 9.15am – 5.00pm
Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester
and Rutland.
An exhibition looking at the Vikings in Britain
and in Leicestershire. Free admission
IN SEARCH OF LEICESTERSHIRE
16 - 31 July 10.00am – 4.30pm
Melton Carnegie Museum
An exhibition which focuses on the archaeologists
who have been at the centre of Leicestershire’s
archaeological discoveries from 18 th century
antiquarians to the present day. Many of the finds
featured are from the County’s reserve collection.
Free admission

HALLATON FIELDWORKERS WORK
DISPLAY
16, 17, 23, 24, 30, and 31 July.
10.30am - 4.00pm
Tin Tabernacle, Churchgate, Hallaton,
The Hallaton Fieldwork Group invites you to an
exhibition of its recent work including a
geophysical survey display, pottery identification
sessions, a book stall and much more.

FOUND IN MELTON
16 - 31 July
Melton Carnegie Museum
A Community Showcase Exhibition by Melton
Fieldworkers and The Melton and Belvoir Search
Society which celebrates some of the
extraordinary finds from the Melton area.
Available to view 16 July until 4 September. Free
admission
ROTHLEY BRONZE AGE AXE HOARD
16 - 31 July 10.00am - 4.30pm
Charnwood Museum
A fascinating display providing the first ever
chance to see the Bronze Age axes and an axe
mould which were found at Rothley in 2009.
Available to view 21 June - 7 August.

RECENT DISCOVERIES AT
BRINGHURST AND DRAYTON
16-17 July. 2.00pm – 5.30pm
St Nicholas Church, Bringhurst
A fascinating exhibition showcasing recent
discoveries at Bringhurst and Drayton. The
exhibits are a result of excavations around the
church and 30 years of fieldwalking which
uncovered three Roman villas and Anglo-Saxon
and prehistoric sites. A Guided Tour of the
church and village by Nick Hill of English
Heritage. is available at 3.00pm. Free admission.
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Project Gargoyle
Bob Trubshaw
Project Gargoyle was set up in 2009 by
Leicestershire County Council and other
organisations with the aim of photographing
all medieval carvings inside and outside the
churches of Leicestershire and Rutland.
These include a wide variety of subjects, from
stylised or caricatured human heads to weird and
wonderful imaginary beasties. Collectively they
provide an excellent insight into the minds of
medieval people as many are pulling faces,
tongue-poking, or depict such fantastic entities as
‘green men’ or dragons.

Many of these carvings are superb examples of
medieval art but so far they have failed to
attract the attention of art historians or other
specialists. At this stage we simply do not
know how many such carvings there are in the
two counties, but perhaps in the order of
10,000. Clearly this is a wealth of medieval art
that deserves to be much better known. The
photographs and information will become part
of the Council’s Historic Environment Record
(HER) database and, in due course, be
available via online access. When completed it
will be a prestigious addition to the counties’
archives and hopefully inspire other counties to
document their medieval carvings in a similar
manner.

No one has attempted to record all the medieval
carvings in a county before, making this a
pioneering project. So far over a quarter of the
churches in Leicestershire and Rutland have been
visited by Heritage Wardens to check if there are
any medieval carvings. Seven photographers
have so far taken part in the initial phases of
project,
submitting
photographs
and
documentation for ten churches. As there are
well over two hundred churches to be
photographed this may seem like a rather
‘modest’ start! But the aim so far has been to
make sure that the guidelines to ensure
consistent photography and recording really
work. This has been achieved and Project
Gargoyle is now moving into its main phase.

However the seven photographers so far
working with Project Gargoyle are not going to
be able to record all the churches, so anyone
who has the necessary photographic equipment
and should visit www.leics.gov.uk/gargoyle
to find out how they help with making this
unduly-neglected part of out heritage much
better known.
Photographers will retain the copyright to their
images but be asked to assign the rights for
them to be used indefinitely in the HER
database. However, because Project Gargoyle is
being run on an entirely voluntary basis, no costs
can be reimbursed.
A limited number of places are available on a
free training day on Saturday 7th May at St
Peter’s Parish Church, Tilton-on-the-Hill, to
help volunteers understand more about
medieval carvings and gain experience using the
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the guidelines for photographing and recording;
however such training is not mandatory. Those
who want to take part in the training day should
book by contacting Liz Blood at Leicestershire
County Council on 0116 267 0004.
If you are interested in being part of this
prestigious project to document the heritage of
Leicestershire and Rutland then further
information and relevant contact details are
online at www.leics.gov.uk/gargoyle

LAHS member Bob Trubshaw can be contacted at
bobtrubs@indigogroup.co.uk
The carving on the previous page is inside Shepshed
church and was photographed by Ernie Miller. The
corbel on this page is at Newbold Verdon and was
photographed by Tony Gosling

Leicestershire
Historian article
wins award

admirably fulfils all these requirements, so
many congratulations to Edna and Erica as
authors, to you as editor, and to the
Leicestershire Archaeological and Historical
Society.’

An

Edna and Erica will receive certificates at the
association’s annual Open Day in London in
June.

article

in

the

LAHS publication,
has been chosen as
the ‘clear winner’ of the Short Articles
category in the British Association for Local
History awards.

We must also include in our messages of
congratulations, Cynthia Brown, who was the
tutor for the course that led to Edna and
Erica’s research and subsequent article.

The winning article, Do it with pride’ was written
by Edna Blake and Erica Statham. It charted the
history of Joseph Johnson’s department store
(which is now Fenwicks) in Market Street,
Leicester. It was published in Issue No 45 (2009)
of the Historian.

http://www.le.ac.uk

Over 150 articles from local history publications
across the country were considered and a
shortlist of five potential winners was drawn up.
Dr Alan Crosby, from the British Association for
Local History Awards, says that Edna and
Erica’s article was the clear winner. In a letter to
Joyce Lee, editor of the Leicestershire Historian, he
writes: ‘the criteria for selection ... are that the
winning article should be well-written,
thoroughly-researched, and accessible; (and) that
it should make good use of sources and take new
or fresh approaches to the subject. This article..

The Leicestershire Historian is distributed
to society members and subscribers. Some
earlier issues are available for download
from the LAHS website. Further copies of
the current issues can be purchased from the
Hon Librarian.

http://www.le.ac.uk
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Recent news from ULAS
University of Leicester
Archaeological Services

Brooksby Quarry (Matthew Beamish)

Thistleton, Rutland (Tim Higgins)

ULAS has been monitoring work at Brooksby
Quarry throughout 2010 and 2011. The work
has entailed inspecting the quarry faces for
evidence of deposits relating to the ‘Bytham
River’ – an ancient river thought by geologists
and archaeologists to have run through the
Midlands around 450,000 years ago.

Following trial trenching in 2008, an
archaeological watching brief in December
2010 during groundworks for two new
agricultural buildings in Thistleton, Rutland,
recorded a series of enigmatic parallel linear
features, dated by pottery to the Roman period.

So far 165 artefacts have been recovered.
Organic silty clays have been found in the
Thurmaston sands and gravels of the River
Bytham at the western end of the quarry and
have been sampled by Royal Holloway College. It
is hoped that the visible shell fragments within
the samples will provide valuable dating
evidence for this phase of Bytham deposit. No
artefacts or faunal remains have been found in
relation to the deposit.

Plan of the features exposed at Top Yard, Silverwood
Farm, Thistleton

Rather than indicating a timber building, it is
now thought that these could be trenches for
vines, similar to those found at Stanwick,
Northamptonshire and interpreted as a
vineyard. The development site lies close to the
Roman small town at Thistleton and near a
Roman road forming a continuation of Fosse
Lane, originally linked to Ermine Street/Great
North Road (now the A1).

Elsewhere on the site, surface stripping has
recently exposed more of a small square Iron Age
enclosure first discovered in 2009 which lies half
way between the dense remains of later
prehistoric/Roman settlement near the ridge
apex adjacent to the Leicester-Melton Road, and
other small enclosures and burnt mounds found in
the valley bottom in 2006.

Lockington,
Coward)

To the east of the enclosure was a deep gully,
curvilinear in form at one end, which may have
had a structural function.
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Quarry

extension

(Jon

In the winter of 2010/11, an area of about
1.65ha was stripped for archaeological
excavation, revealing a sequence of ditch, pit
alignment and further ditches. To the south
perhaps the most interesting group of features
appear to represent a series of post alignments.
Close to this was a pit with a good group of

Latest from ULAS
continued

Melton Mowbray, The Anne of Cleves,
Burton Street (Neil Finn)
A report has been produced by Neil Finn on this
important late 14th-century building, based on
the results of a recent survey, archaeological
investigations and tree-ring dating undertaken
back in 1995.
It was built around 1384 to a standard medieval
hall plan, to house the priests who served the
adjacent church of St Mary. A century later the
building was substantially remodelled: the roof
structure was replaced, the open hall was
floored over and three first floor chambers were
created.

The Thistleton features showing through the mud

Neolithic flint and pottery.
Elsewhere a
watching brief was maintained, revealing two
small parallel ditches, one large ditch and a few
adjacent discrete features. To the east there was
a further linear together with a scatter of other
features. To the north was an east-west ‘clothesline’ enclosure ditch.

Tree-ring dating of the roof timbers indicates a
date of 1479 for these alterations. The unusual
upper floor plan consisted of a small but
elaborate central chamber with a decorative
arch-braced truss across its centre and larger
chambers either side of this. The building is
said to have housed 14 chantry priests in the
16th century.

Oakham, Uppingham Road (Gavin Speed)
Geophysical survey followed by the investigation
of 22 trial trenches in wintry conditions in
January 2011 revealed a sub-rectangular
enclosure and adjacent smaller enclosure. Within
the former were a possible roundhouse and other
small features, thought to be late Bronze Age –
early Iron Age in date based on the pottery
recovered. An undated pit alignment was also
found, adjacent to a Roman ditch (see
photograph), and a hearth-like feature of possibly
earlier date.

After the Dissolution the house served as the
vicarage to the parish church and was refronted in the mid 17th century. A new
vicarage was built on the opposite side of
Burton Street about 1760 and the old vicarage
became a private residence.
The building was extended in the 18th and 19th
centuries with a major refurbishment around
1860. In the early 20th century it became a café
called The Anne of Cleves and is now a bar and
restaurant of the same name.
The name commemorates the fact that in 1540
the building had formed part of an estate, the
revenues of which made up the divorce
settlement of Henry VIII’s fourth wife. In the
course of the survey a carved stone fragment
was noticed in the garden, which appears to be a
piece of pre-conquest sculpture. This is likely to
derive from the old minster that occupied the
site of the present St Mary’s church.

Uppingham Road, Oakham Evaluation showing
snowy trenching (left), and pit alignment and ditch
(right)
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Members Events and
Activities

Latest from ULAS
conluded

Tell the rest!
Great Casterton Primary School (Leon Hunt)

In past years Caroline Wessel has
organised some extremely successful
Networks Days in which local groups have
been able to meet together.

Two trial trenches were excavated in advance of
a small extension to Great Casterton Primary
School. The school lies close to the Roman fort
and small town and near to the route of Ermine
Street so expectations were high. In addition to
this, when the school was built in 1959, a
number of Roman and Anglo Saxon burials were
also discovered.

An important aspect of the Society’s ongoing
role is to support and promote the myriad of
different activities which take place in villages,
towns and neighbourhoods throughout
Leicestershire and facilitate a sharing
of
information.

One of the trenches revealed a circular
limestone-built pottery kiln which showed clear
signs of being affected by intense heat. Large
quantities of pottery dating to the later 2nd or
early 3rd century were recovered from lower fill of
the kiln.

LAHS members are active in many different
areas of local archaeology and historical
research, and our Newsletter can serve to tell the
entire membership of your activities.
The Editor will be pleased to include details of
your specific research areas, other societies to
which you belong (including their meetings and
guest speakers) and courses which you may
teach or organise.

Of particular note was a previously unknown
form of mortaria which Nick Cooper thinks may
have been an experimental vessel – maybe the folk
of Great Casterton liked particularly avant garde
pots?

Heritage Lottery
Funding for Kibworth
The Kibworth Improvement Team, which
was created to build on the heritage legacy
of Michael Wood’s
television series, has been awarded a grant
of £48,200.
The grant is to support a project which will
provide training for volunteers in storytelling,
research, translation and website development,
to design and produce history-related study
packs for Key Stages 1 to 4 with the schools in
the area, and to make relevant film and oral
history material available to regional archives.

Kiln partially excavated. Remnants of vitrified furniture
still in-situ at far end of kiln

A significant quantity of kiln furniture, some of
which was almost vitrified, was also recovered.
This is the third kiln to be found in the village
and is probably part of the same pottery industry.
At the time of writing, further excavation has
been undertaken to record the full extent of the
kiln.

This will also include interpretative signs for
heritage walks and an online archive of all the
material produced by Michael’s programmes.
Further
details
area
available
at
www.kibworthvillage.co.uk
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New location sought
for Merrick Plaque

The remaining rose stones will be incorporated
into the building.
Meanwhile, the Friends are making a number of
approaches to the owners of buildings in
Leicester. They hope that the plaque can be
displayed in a central location, but on a
building that has some association with
Merrick.

The Friends of Joseph Merrick Group, which
funds research into Proteus Syndrome, the rare
disfiguring disease from which the Elephant Man
suffered, is seeking a new permanent site where a
plaque to Merrick’s memory can be displayed.
The plaque was originally fixed to the wall of the
Gaiety Theatre, known also as the Gladstone
Vaults and the Hippodrome, on the corner of
Wharf Street and Gladstone Street.
When the theatre, built in 1862, was demolished
in March 2009, the plaque was removed by
Leicester City Council and placed in safe
keeping. It was returned to the Friends earlier
this year. About 150 of its distinctive rosepatterned stones which were incorporated into
the original design above the second storey
windows were saved by a salvage company.

Good News for
Library Users - with
cars!
The Rev Peter Hobson, Director of St. Martins
House, has most kindly agreed that for Society
members only visiting the Library at the
Guildhall between 2.00pm and 4.00pm on the
first and third Sundays in each month (except
December and January) there will probably be
casual parking available in the car park of St.
Martins House.
Donations to the House in recognition of the
fact that you have not had to pay to park
further away, would be welcome. The amount is
at your discretion, but small coins are very fiddly!

The rose stones were salvaged by William Eyre
who runs the Lost World salvage yard and
Leicester Demolition and Dismantling in
Belgrave.

Please park next to the wall closest to the
Guildhall and put your contribution in the jar
for that purpose that will be on the Library
table. I shall pass the donations to the Director.
Please do not abuse this generous offer (to go
shopping!) or it may be withdrawn

His company donated one of the stones to the
Friends Group who auctioned it on eBay to
raise funds.
A ten storey residential building is planned for
the site which will be named Merrick House.

Aubrey Stevenson
Hon Librarian
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Is this the work of
Luis de Morales?
This image of Christ is seen by many
hundreds of visitors to Leicester
Cathedral every week, but few probably
ask about its provenance.
Recently, Serge Berets, a radio producer in
the BBC Russian Service based in Moscow
visited the Cathedral and after studying the
painting decided to undertake some further
research.
A small plaque on the frame of the painting
attributes the work to Morales ‘from the
Dresden Gallery’.
Morales was a Spanish painter born in
Badajoz in Estremadura in about 1509. His
life was spent in painting devotional subjects
for churches and oratories.
Painting was for him not merely a means of
charming the sense of vision: he attempted,
by his brush strokes, to express the religious
enthusiasm which characterised his age.
Berets has subsequently contacted the Dresden Gallery which holds a number of works by Morales but art
historians there do not know of any work that has left their gallery.
The painting in Leicester Cathedral is in the style of Morales, but the artist had a number of pupils, and
several artists copied his work or painted in his style.
Any LAHS member who can shed any light on this painting, specifically its provenance, or possibly the
date when it arrived in Leicester, is invited to contact Mr Berets by email at serge.berets@bbc.co.uk

Keep in touch ... and save some money!
Please consider informing us of your email address so that we can send you information about LAHS
news, meetings, publications and events at no cost to the society. Contact details are listed below.
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